Budget Deliberations Meeting Minutes  
Date: March 10, 2022

I. Call to Order
   A. Meeting Called to Order at: 9:41 a.m by Giacomo Natteri.

II. Roll Call

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Attendance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Alexander Rubido</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Alexandra Ibarria</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comptroller</td>
<td>Giacomo Natteri</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President of Senate</td>
<td>Nichalos Pastrana</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Pro Tempore</td>
<td>Mariapaz Grijibal</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Floor Leader</td>
<td>Cristopher Lugo</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Administrator</td>
<td>Valentina Casanova</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA Governor</td>
<td>Brian Levine</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Remarks

A. President Rubido: Reallocating A&S projected revenue budgets, not touching fund balance and will have open budget, recommends focusing on general 1 year allocations, let’s try our best to get budget decided and voted efficiently and effectively

Governor Levine motions to open 10 minute discussion, Natteri seconds, motion passes

Levine: Will propose to bring GPSC up to $200,000 and Legislative up to $40,000 and FIU Online down to $70,000 and ESports down to $5,000 and Homecoming down to $440,000 and Room rentals down to $270,000 and SPC down to $550,000

Lugo: Reallocate base budget as same numbers first

Rubido: Have to reallocate most of the budget, $40,000 for Legislative and $240,000 for GPSC

Floor Leader Lugo moves to close discussion, President Rubido seconds, motion passes
Rubido motions to go into ASBO Base, VP Ibarria seconds, motion passes

IV. Deliberations

A. ASBO
   - Rubido: Recommends not touching previously allocated budget for departments and offices, leave budget at requested number
   - Rubido moves to close discussion, Natteri seconds, Motion passes
   - Lugo moves to go into discussion on $38,697, Rubido seconds, Motion passes
   - Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido Seconds, motion passes
   - Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $38,697 to ASBO, Rubido seconds, Motion passes

B. Bayview Hall Council
   - Rubido motions to go into discussion, VP Ibarria seconds, Motion passes
   - Natteri motions to close discussion, Ibarria seconds,
   - Lugo moves to go into discussion on $4000, Casanova seconds, Motion passes
   - Lugo moves to close, Casanova seconds, motion passes
   - Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $4000, rubido seconds, motion passes

C. Black Student Union
   - Levine moves to go into discussion, Lugo seconds, Motion passes
   - Levine moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
   - Lugo moves to go into discussion on $130,000, Levine seconds, Motion passes
   - Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, Motion passes
   - Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $130,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

D. BMI Music License
   - Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   - Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
   - Rubido moves to go into discussion on $37,980, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   - Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   - Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $37,980, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

Rubido moves to go into discussion on BASE entities for 5 minutes, Levine seconds, motion passes

Rubido: Recommends not touching BASE entity, should move to temporarily allocated BASE entities as we go instead of going into discussion

Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, Motion Passes
E. Campus Life
   ■ Rubido moves to allocate $745,000, Levine Seconds

F. CLS BASE
   ■ Lugo moves to allocate $300,000, Levine Seconds, motion passes

G. Center for Student Engagement
   ■ Rubido moves to go into discussion on CSE, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   ■ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $17,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   ■ Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $17,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

H. Children’s Creative Learning Center
   ■ Rubido moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, Motion passes
     a) Rubido: allocate at $80,000, only $5,000 less than previously allocated
     ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
     ■ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $80,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
     ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
     ■ Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $80,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

I. CLS, Relay, Roarthon, Alternative Breaks
   ■ Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
     a) Rubido: Should not cut more than $3,000
     ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
     ■ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $84,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
     ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
     ■ Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $84,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes

J. Convocation
   ■ Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   ■ Ibarria moves to close discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
   ■ Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $60,000, Levine seconds, motion passes
   ■ Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
   ■ Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $60,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

K. Engage Platform
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Levine moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $59,538, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $59,538, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

L. Financial Wellness Program
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $5,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $5,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

5 minute recess at chair’s discretion

M. FIU at I-75
Levine moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Levine: Smaller allocation but important, essentially campus life at I-75
  b) Rubido: Number should be relatively the same but thinks a $5,000 variation will be fine
  c) Levine: Thinks $5,000 is large, would be okay with $2,000
  d) Natteri: Meet in middle with $2,500 variation
Casanova moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
Levine moves to go into discussion on $37,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Levine: Wishes against cut but is comfortable with it
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $37,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes

N. FIU in DC
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: $60,000 is good number but small reduction of $3,000 or $5,00 will be fine
  b) Rubido: $55,000 is good allocation number
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $55,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $55,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

O. FIU Online
Levine moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Levine: This is an area that is safe to make cuts in, suggests bringing down to no more than $180,000
  b) Rubido: Doesn’t think $180,000 would be sustainable, suggests $190,000
  c) Levine: Suggests $185,000 instead, comparing to I-75
  d) Rubido: I-75 and FIU Online allocations are used differently so cuts look different
  e) Sylvana: Original allocation includes FIU ESports
  f) Lugo: ESports should stay at $35,000, reduction should come from OPS and Online Engagement
Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to go into discussion on $190,000 to FIU Online, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Difference between OPS and programming departments, majority of this allocation would be going to OPS which is critical to student success, best interest to fund it where we left it, keep in mind minimum wage increases
  b) Levine: Should be funding departments focused on programming and student life side, would suggest $188,000
  c) Rubido: $188,00 is fine
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $188,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

P. FIU Museum Insiders
Rubido moves to go into discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Keep at 0 funding
Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to go into discussion on $0, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Q. FIU Online E-Sports
   - Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $0, Rubido seconds, motion passes
   - Lugo moves to go into discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
     a) Levine: Thinks they can absorb large cut of $10,000 or $5,000, maybe $2,000 or $3,000 if committee is uncomfortable
     b) Lugo: They have already been reduced from request, this can attract a lot of students, thinks we should not reduce more
     c) Rubido: Previous allocation is sufficient to open this facility, should not reduce more, keep at $35,000
     d) Levine: Should look at previous funding, can cut down to $34,000, should not make dramatic impact
   - Rubido moves to close discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
   - Levine moves to go into discussion on $34,000, Lugo seconds, motion passes
     a) Levine: Should be sufficient and believes it’s more than needed, $1,000 cut should not impact but will help committee at end
   - Casanova moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   - Levine moves to temporarily allocate $34,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

R. Fraternity and Sorority Life
   - Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
     a) Lugo: Previously allocated $140,000, does not suggest cut over $140,000
     b) Rubido: Happy at $1350,000
     c) Casanova: Would be happy at $138,000
   - Levine moves to close discussion, Natteri seconds, motion passes
   - Rubido moves to go into discussion on $135,000, Levin seconds, motion passes
     a) Rubido: Extra $2,000 won’t make much of a difference on department, $135,000 is sufficient
   - Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
   - Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $135,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

S. Graham Center BASE
   - Levine moves to temporarily allocate $3,087,872, Lugo seconds, motion passes

T. Higher Education Student Association
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Should leave them at previous allocation as their budget is already below $10,000
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $9,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $9,000, Lugo seconds, motion passes

U. Homecoming
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: As a bigger organization, they can absorb larger cut, should cut around $10,000 to $20,000
  b) Levine: Looking at cutting around $30,000 based on their size
  c) Rubido: Agrees on the number
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $440,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Natteri seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $440,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes

V. Honor’s College
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Should leave them at previous allocation and not cut more than $2,000
  b) Natteri: Should leave them at previous allocation
Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $23,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $23,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

W. International Student and Scholar Services
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Should leave them at previous allocation
  b) Rubido: Agrees on number
Rubido moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to go into discussion on $19,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $19,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

Rubido moves for 2 minute discussion on committee, Lugo seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes

X. Medical Student Council

- Rubido moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Leave them at previous allocation
- Casanova moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $85,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $85,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Y. Model United Nations

- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Brings a lot of reputation to FIU, leave them at previous allocation
- Casanova moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $130,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $130,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Z. Multifaith Council

- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Under $10,000, don’t bring them any lower, uphold previous allocation
  b) Rubido: Don’t cut
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $4,900, Natteri seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $4,900, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

AA. National First Generation Celebration Week

- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
BB. Office of Social Justice and Inclusion
- Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $11,236, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $11,236, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Brings awareness to issues of underrepresented students, uphold previous allocation
  b) Levine: Office does a lot of important work in being representative and inclusive
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $70,000, Levine seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $70,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

CC. Office of the Ombudsperson
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Grijalba seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $5,000, Levine seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $5,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

DD. Order of the Torch
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $4,220, Levine seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $4,220, Casanova seconds, motion passes

EE. Orientation and Family Programs
- Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Critical to get students acclimated to the university, can absorb $5,000 to $10,000 cut
  b) Lugo: $194,000 would be a good number
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $194,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $194,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

FF. OSJI - Black Diaspora and Student Success Center
- Levine moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Levine: Will not be able to allocate anything, but thinks they should be funded and will not support vote of $0
  b) Rubido: Nobody disagrees with the Governor
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to go into discussion on $0, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $0, Pastrana seconds, motion passes,
  Levine voted Nay

5 minute recess at chair’s discretion
Recess is extended by 5 minutes at the chair’s discretion

GG. Outstanding Student Life Awards
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Great way to recognize outstanding students, uphold previous allocation
  b) Levine: Can save money here, they spend a lot on the software
- Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to go into discussion on $19,940, Lugo seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Uphold previous allocation, should commit to this, it’s a set cost
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $19,940, Grijalba seconds, motion passes,
  Levine voted Nay

HH. Panther Power
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: helps show affinity at athletic events, should give around 21-22 FY allocation
II. Pride Center
  a) Lugo: Great organization that provides services to underrepresented students, uphold previous allocation
  b) Rubido: Echos lugo’s sentiments, should commit to previous allocation
  c) Levine: Echos same sentiments
  ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  ■ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $66,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  ■ Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  ■ Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $66,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

JJ. Pride Student Union
  a) Lugo: Same sentiments as above
  ■ Rubido moves to close discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
  ■ Rubido moves to go into discussion on $14,000, Levine seconds, motion passes
  ■ Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  ■ Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $14,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

KK. RSOC
  a) Lugo: Work is impactful as they are incharge of smaller student organizations, think they can take $5,000 to $10,000 cut
  b) Levine: Should not cut too much as they fund all of the smaller organizations, should start conversations on how RSOC can more quickly recognize students, $275,000
  c) Rubido: $260,000-$270,000 would be a good number, this organization can take larger cuts
d) Lugo: $270,000 would be good
e) Levine: Agrees
  ▪ Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $270,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $270,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

LL. Resident Hall Association
  ▪ Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
    a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
    b) Rubido: Agrees
    c) Levine: RHA deserves funding but there are alternative ways to provide them with that
  ▪ Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $0, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $0, Casanova seconds, motion passes, Levine voted Nay

MM. SA Technology Center
  ▪ Lugo moves to go into discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
    a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
  ▪ Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to go into discussion on $12,942, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
  ▪ Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $12,942, Casanova seconds, motion passes

NN. SGA Room Rentals
  ▪ Lugo moves to go into discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
    a) Levine: Can make reduction and still have sufficient funding due to carry over, $270,000, $20,000 reduction
    b) Rubido: Room rental does get carry over funding, more things involve technology not just space which makes things more expensive, room rental needs to be cut but not drastically maximum $10,000
  ▪ Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $280,000, Levine seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $280,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes

OO. SGA - BBC Office
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
  b) Levine: Should not reduce further, no increase or decrease as we don’t have funds to increase, amount is low already
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $60,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $60,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

PP. SGA MMC Main Office
- Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Uphold previous allocation
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $132,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $132,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

QQ. Student Ambassadors
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
- Pastrana moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $0, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Pastrana moves to temporarily allocate $0, Rubido seconds, motion passes

RR. Student Bar Association
- Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  a) Lugo: Echos rubido’s sentiment in Medical Student Council
- Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $85,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $85,000, Pastrana seconds, motion passes

Student Conduct and Academic Integrity
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
   a) Levine: We should not be funding the software
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $10,417, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $10,417, Rubido seconds, motion passes, Levine voted Nay

Student Creative & Media BASE
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $100,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Student Media
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   a) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
   b) Levine: Student media is very important to hold everyone accountable, agrees with lugo
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $300,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Levine moves to temporarily allocate $300,000, Natteri seconds, motion passes

SPC
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   a) Lugo: SPC is critical and does great programming, can take $20,000 to $30,000 cut
   b) Levine: Agrees that SPC is essential, feels we can cut $40,000
Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $540,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $540,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Student Tailgate Safety
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into discussion on $5,170, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $5,170, Pastrana seconds, motion passes

XX. University Wide Leadership Retreat
- Levine moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  a) Levine: Uphold previous allocation, Is important for leadership development
  b) Natteri: Echos sentiments
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to go into discussion on $25,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to close discussion, Pastrana seconds, motion passes
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $25,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

YY. Veteran and Military Affairs
- Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Rubido: Uphold previous allocation
- Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to go into discussion on $43,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
- Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $43,000, Levine seconds, motion passes

ZZ. Wellness and Recreation Services BBC BASE
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $1,000,001, Levine seconds, motion passes

AAA. Wellness and Recreation Services MMC BASE
- Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $3,200,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

BBB. Wolfe University Center BASE
- Levine moves into 1 minute discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  a) Levine: This will be significant and difficult cut, wishes it could be increased, will oppose this number
- Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $1,600,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes, Levine voted Nay

CCC. Women’s Center BASE
- Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $60,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Rubido moves for 2 minute discussion on lunch and allocations, Ibarria seconds, Motion passes
Rubido moves to close discussion, Lugo seconds, Motion passes
Rubido moves for lunch recess until 1:30, Ibarria seconds, Motion passes
Rubido moves to establish quorum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Attendance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Alexander Rubido</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Alexandra Ibarria</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comptroller</td>
<td>Giacomo Natteri</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President of Senate</td>
<td>Nichalos Pastrana</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Pro Tempore</td>
<td>Mariapaz Grijibal</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Floor Leader</td>
<td>Cristopher Lugo</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Administrator</td>
<td>Valentina Casanova</td>
<td>Present at 1:56 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA Governor</td>
<td>Brian Levine</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DDD. Student Government Council
1. Presidential Discretionary
   a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
      (1) Lugo: Proposes to increase to $30,000 to $35,000
      (2) Rubido; Recommends max $30,000
   b) Rubido moves to close discussion, Natteri seconds, motion passes
   c) Rubido moves to go into discussion on $30,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   d) Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
   e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $30,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

Executive Branch
   a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
      (1) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation or increase by $1000
      (2) Natteri: Uphold is better
   b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Lugo moves to go into discussion on $6,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
d) Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $6,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

■ Legislative Branch
   a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
      (1) Lugo: Seeing sentiments of senators during discussion of budgets, proposing $40,000 budget allocation
      (2) Rubido: In favor
   b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
c) Lugo moves to go into discussion on $40,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
d) Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $40,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

■ Special Expense
   a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
      (1) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation or decrease to $5,000
      (2) Rubido: Proposes increase to $7,000 but is okay with $6,000
   b) Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
c) Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $6,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

■ Contingency
   a) Rubido moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Rubido moves to go into discussion on $0, Lugo seconds, motion passes
d) Rubido moves to close discussion, Lugo seconds, motion passes
e) Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $0, Lugo seconds, motion passes

■ Recharge for Finals
   a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
      (1) Lugo: Uphold previous allocation
Levine: May need to increase funding for recharge for finals to expand to BBC since Campus life may not do events at BBC for recharge anymore

b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
c) Lugo moves to go into discussion on $30,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
d) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $30,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- Blue Books
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  c) Ibarria moves to go into discussion on $3,000, Lugo seconds, motion passes
d) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
e) Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $3,000, Lugo seconds, motion passes

- Travel
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $20,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
d) Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $20,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- Convocation Shirts
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Lugo moves to go into discussion on $8,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes
d) Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $8,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

- SGA Banquet
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
c) Lugo moves to go into and close discussion on $2,200, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
d) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $2,200, Rubido seconds, motion passes

- **Elections**
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
c) Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $2,600, Lugo seconds, motion passes
d) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $2,600, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- **Executive Board**
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
     1. Lugo: Proposes $6,000
     2. Rubido: Proposes $6,005.90
  b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
c) Rubido moves to go into discussion on $6,005.90, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
d) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $6,005.90, Rubido seconds, motion passes

- **Emoluments**
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $154,000, Lugo seconds, motion passes
d) Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $154,000, Lugo seconds, motion passes

Levine moves to open 2 minute discussion unanimously, motion passes
Skipping GPSC for now

- **Medallions and Stoles**
a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
   (1) Rubido: Not allowed to fund
b) Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
c) Ibarria moves to go into and close discussion on $0, Lugo seconds, motion passes
d) Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $0, Lugo seconds, motion passes

■ Governor of Biscayne Bay Campus Discretionary
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
     (1) Levine: Suggests increase to $8,000
     (2) Natteri: Suggests $7,000
  b) Casanova moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Levine moves to go into discussion on $7,000, Natteri seconds, motion passes
     (1) Levine: Excited for this and thinks it is helpful
d) Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
e) Levine moves to temporarily allocate $7,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

■ Marketing
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
     (1) Lugo: Proposes $3,500
     (2) Levine: Proposes upholding previous allocation
     (3) Rubido: $3,000 would be minimum and most efficient
     (4) Natteri: Proposes $4,000
     (5) Lugo: $3,500 would be nice compromise
  b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
c) Lugo moves to go into discussion on $3,500, Rubido seconds, motion passes
d) Lugo moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
e) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $3,500, Rubido seconds, motion passes

■ Student Engagement
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
     (1) Lugo: Proposes $6,000 or $5,000
     (2) Natteri: Proposes $4,000
Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $4,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $4,000, Casanova seconds, motion passes

SGA Lecture Series
Rubido moves to go into discussion, Levine seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to go into and close discussion on $10,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Ibarria moves to temporarily allocate $10,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes

SGA Attire
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to go into and close discussion on $14,000, Rubido seconds, motion passes
Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $14,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

Affinity Programs
Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $6,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $6,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

SGA Environmental Resilience Lecture Series
Levine moves to go into discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
(1) Levine: Should not cut this if possible, would like $1,000 increase
(2) Rubido: uphold
Lugo moves to close discussion, Casanova seconds, motion passes
Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $5,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
d) Levine moves to temporarily allocate $5,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- Office Decor
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  b) Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  c) Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $0, Casanova seconds, motion passes
  d) Lugo moves to temporarily allocate $0, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- Vice President’s Discretionary
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
    (1) Lugo: Suggests zero funding or give $120
    (2) Rubido: Give $117
  b) Rubido moves to close discussion, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  c) Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on $117, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  d) Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $117, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- Graduate and Professional Student Committee
  a) Lugo moves to go into discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
    (1) Lugo: Proposes $240,000
    (2) Levine: Agrees with $240,000
  b) Lugo moves to close discussion, Rubido seconds, motion passes
  c) Rubido moves to go into and close discussion on 240,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes
  d) Rubido moves to temporarily allocate $240,000, Ibarria seconds, motion passes

- Special Projects
  a) Levine moves to go into discussion, Natteri seconds, motion passes
  b) Levine moves to close discussion, to go into and close discussion on $0, Lugo seconds, motion passes
  c) Levine moves to temporarily allocate $0, Lugo seconds, motion passes

Natteri moves to establish quorum
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Attendance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Alexander Rubido</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Alexandra Ibarria</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comptroller</td>
<td>Giacomo Natteri</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President of Senate</td>
<td>Nichalos Pastrana</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Pro Tempore</td>
<td>Mariapaz Grijibal</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Floor Leader</td>
<td>Cristopher Lugo</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Administrator</td>
<td>Valentina Casanova</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA Governor</td>
<td>Brian Levine</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEE. Rubido moves to allocate FY 22-23 budget, Lugo seconds, 5-0-0 motion passes

- ASBO Office - $38,697
- Bayview Hall Council - $4000
- Black Student Union - $130,000
- BMI License - $37,980
- Campus life BASE FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $745,000
- Center for Leadership and Service BASE FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $300,000
- CLS Relay for Life, Alternative Breaks - $84,000
- Center Student Engagement - $17,000
- Children’s Creative Learning Center - $80,000
- Convocation - $60,000
- Engage Platform $59,538
- Financial Wellness Program - $5,000
- FIU I-75 - $37,000
- FIU in DC - $55,000
- FIU Museum Insiders - $0
- FIU Online - $188,00
- FIU Online E-sports $34,000
- Fraternity and Sorority Life - $135,000
- Graham Center Base FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $3,087,872
- Higher Education Student Association - $9,000
- Homecoming - $440,000
- Honors College - $23,000
- International Student & Scholar Services - $19,000
- Medical Student Council - $85,000
- Model United Nations - $130,000
- Multifaith Council - $4,900
- National First Generation Celebration Week - $11,236
- Office of Social Justice & Inclusion - $70,000
- Office of Ombudsperson - $5,000
- Order of the Torch - $4,220
- Orientation & Family Program - $194,000
- OSJI - Black Diaspora & Student Success Center - $0
- Outstanding Student Life Awards - $19,940
- Panther Power - $5,000
- Pride Center - $66,000
- Pride Student Union - $14,000
- Registered Student Organization Council - $270,000
- Residential Hall Association - $0
- SA Technology Center - $12,942
- SGA Room Rental - $280,000
- SGA Office BBC - $60,000
- SGA Office MMC - $132,000
- SGA Council Lines -
  a) Presidential Discretionary - $30,000
  b) Executive Branch - $6,000
  c) Legislative Branch - $40,000
  d) Special Expense - $6,000
  e) Contingency - $0
  f) Recharge For Finals - $30,000
  g) Blue books - $3,000
  h) Travel - $20,000
  i) Convocation Shirts - $8,000
j) SGA Banquet - $2,200
k) Elections - $2,600
l) Executive Board - $6,005.90
m) Special Projects - $0
n) Emoluments - $154,000
o) Graduate & Professional Student Committee - $240,000
p) Medallions & Stoles - $0
q) Governor of the Biscayne Bay Campus Discretionary - $7,000
r) Marketing - $3,500
s) Student Engagement - $4,000
t) SGA Lecture Series - $10,000
t) SGA Attire - $14,000
v) Affinity Programs - $6,000
w) SGA Environmental Resilience Lecture Series - $5,000
x) Office Decor - $0
y) Vice President Discretionary - $117
z) Shared Services - $32,858

■ Student Ambassadors - $0
■ Student Bar Association - $85,000
■ Student Conduct & Academic Integrity - $10,417
■ Student Creative and Media BASE FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $100,000
■ Student Media - $300,000
■ Student Programming Council - $540,000
■ Student Tailgate and Safety - $5,170
■ UWide Leadership Retreat - $25,000
■ Veterans & Military Affairs - $43,000
■ Wellness & Recreation Services BBC BASE FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $1,000,001
■ Wellness & Recreation Services MMC BASEFY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $3,200,000
■ Wolfe University Center BASE FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $1,600,000
■ Women’s Center BASE FY 22-23, 23-24, 24-25 - $60,000

V. Meeting Adjournment
Meeting Adjourned at 3:13 p.m. by Comptroller Natteri